Getting Started
Logging in to Blackboard
Retrieving your password
Viewing the My Institution tab
Using the top frame links
Viewing the My Place information
Enabling My Place options
Using the Blackboard tabs
Adding modules to the My Institution page
Managing the My Institution modules
Personalizing the My Institution page

Notification Dashboard
Introducing the Notification dashboard
Enabling the dashboard
Adding modules
Customizing Notification settings

Adding Content
Adding a new content area
Adding a folder to the content area
Adding a content item
Adding a tool area to the menu
Adding a single tool link
Embedding pictures and images in an item
Adding a Web link in an item
Adding a file to an item
Embedding YouTube™ videos in an item
Embedding a video from the Web
Adding a link to an Atomic Learning tutorial
Generate Direct Linking HTML feature

Editing Content and Adaptive Release
Editing and deleting an item
Copying and moving an item
Using Adaptive Release rules
Adding a Date and Membership rule
Adding an Adaptive Grade rule
Setting the Review Status rule
Assigning multiple Adaptive Release rules
Setting item metadata
Enabling Statistics Tracking
Running a Statistics Tracking report
Viewing user progress

Communications
Adding an announcement
Reordering, editing, deleting announcements
Sending student e-mails
Setting up an Early Warning notification
Sending a notification

Working with Assessments
Creating a Test Shell
Changing the Test Creation settings
Adding a true/false question
Adding a multiple choice question
Adding a Hot Spot question
Adding a Quiz Bowl question
Adding a Multiple Choice question
Adding an Ordering question
Modifying and reordering questions
Creating a Question Set
Modifying the Question Set number
Using the Question Pool Manager
Adding questions to a pool
Creating a test from a Question Pool
Creating a survey